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Privacy-Preserving Synthetic Continual
Semantic Segmentation for Robotic Surgery

Mengya Xu, Mobarakol Islam, Long Bai and Hongliang Ren

Abstract— Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) based seman-
tic segmentation of the robotic instruments and tissues
can enhance the precision of surgical activities in robot-
assisted surgery. However, in biological learning, DNNs
cannot learn incremental tasks over time and exhibit catas-
trophic forgetting, which refers to the sharp decline in
performance on previously learned tasks after learning a
new one. Specifically, when data scarcity is the issue,
the model shows a rapid drop in performance on previ-
ously learned instruments after learning new data with new
instruments. The problem becomes worse when it limits
releasing the dataset of the old instruments for the old
model due to privacy concerns and the unavailability of
the data for the new or updated version of the instruments
for the continual learning model. For this purpose, we
develop a privacy-preserving synthetic continual semantic
segmentation framework by blending and harmonizing (i)
open-source old instruments foreground to the synthe-
sized background without revealing real patient data in
public and (ii) new instruments foreground to extensively
augmented real background. To boost the balanced logit
distillation from the old model to the continual learning
model, we design overlapping class-aware temperature
normalization (CAT) by controlling model learning utility.
We also introduce multi-scale shifted-feature distillation
(SD) to maintain long and short-range spatial relationships
among the semantic objects where conventional short-
range spatial features with limited information reduce the
power of feature distillation. We demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our framework on the EndoVis 2017 and 2018
instrument segmentation dataset with a generalized contin-
ual learning setting. Code is available at https://github.
com/XuMengyaAmy/Synthetic_CAT_SD.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For robot-assisted surgery, semantic segmentation of surgi-
cal instruments and tissue is a significant issue, and it is re-
quired for tracking and pose estimation of instruments in surgi-
cal scenes. Although deep learning-based methods are widely
used for surgical instrument segmentation [1], they are unable
to learn several tasks sequentially as a biological learning
process. Deep neural networks (DNNs) exhibit catastrophic
forgetting, which refers to the sharp decline in performance on
previously learned tasks after learning a new one [2]. To tackle
this issue, continual learning (CL) techniques [3], [4] distilled
the old tasks or class information while training with new
tasks or classes. However, it is necessary to obtain exemplar
samples from old classes to fix catastrophic forgetting. There
are also exemplar-free continual learning approaches [3], [5],
[6], [7] which show better learning of new tasks (plasticity)
but are worse in preventing forgetting (rigidity). The scenario
worsens in surgical cases, where old exemplar samples are
unavailable due to licensing and privacy concerns. On the other
hand, data for the new classes (in particular, new instrument
classes) may also not be available in the cases of (i) new
surgical instruments introduced by the vendor of the robotic
system; (ii) upgrading an old instrument which yet to utilize in
any surgery; and (iii) instruments usually use for rare surgery.
Therefore, it is vital to design a privacy-preserving continual
learning framework for robotic surgery that works within a
continuously changing environment.

To handle privacy concerns, synthesizing restricted data is
one of the most common attempts in the research community
with medical image analysis. Mostly, it is found that the
trained weights of a deep learning model can be released
publicly without the original dataset due to the restriction. A
generative model can synthesize the private dataset from the
restricted site. Nikolenko et al. [8] show that synthetic medical
data can be shared in the healthcare industry to promote
knowledge discovery without revealing genuine patient-level
data. Synthetic data is also utilized to deal with coverage
gaps [9], privacy concerns [10], biases [11], bias and imbal-
ance in data [12] with the help of deep generative models.

On the other hand, the surgical scene with new instruments
can be generated by blending and augmenting an instrument
foreground on a surgical target background. The study [13]
collects open-source instrument images from publicly avail-
able surgical videos and vendors’ websites and then blends
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them with the open-source surgical scene. In this way, it
is possible to generate an instrument segmentation dataset
with any desired instrument and surgical region of interest.
A similar approach to instruments segmentation dataset with
extensive blending techniques is presented by [14], where
they manually capture thousands of foreground instruments
and background tissue images and blend them to build the
dataset for binary segmentation. These kinds of methods not
only offer freedom to generate the class-balanced dataset with
any desired instrument but automatically yield the instrument
annotation. This is especially useful in medical applications
where the annotation is expensive, time-consuming, and prone
to errors.

These limitations and motivations drive us to develop a new
privacy-preserving synthetic continuous semantic segmenta-
tion framework to support decision-making in robotic surgery.
In this work, our framework is designed by blending and
harmonizing (1) open-source old instruments foreground to the
synthesized background without revealing real patient data in
public, and (2) new instruments foreground to augmented real
and publicly available background. Meanwhile, our methodol-
ogy addresses data scarcity and the time-consuming annotation
procedure. Here, open-source images refer to the instruments’
foreground and tissue background images acquired from pub-
licly available surgical videos or surgical instruments found on
vendor’s websites. The real test dataset serves as the ultimate
testbed, and the high-fidelity simulated dataset can be utilized
in robotics to facilitate faster safer learning. We propose class-
aware temperature normalization (CAT) by regulating model
learning capacity to improve logit distillation from the old
model to the continual learning model. We also design multi-
scale shifted-feature distillation (SD) to retain long and short-
range spatial relationships among semantic objects to enhance
the power of feature distillation. With a generalized continual
learning setting, we show the efficiency of our approach on
the EndoVis 2017 and 2018 instrument segmentation datasets.

We summarize our contributions in the following points:

• Propose a privacy-preserving synthetic continual seman-
tic segmentation framework that endows the model with
human-like continuous learning ability and which does
not need to access any real data except only one open
source real background image so as not to compromise
patient privacy.

• Design overlapping class-aware temperature-
normalization to control model learning capacity to
avoid catastrophic forgetting for the non-overlapping old
classes.

• Introduce multi-scale shifted-feature distillation (SD) to
maintain long and short-range spatial relationships among
the semantic objects to enhance the power of feature
distillation.

• Blending and harmonizing (i) open-source old instru-
ments foreground to the synthesized background with-
out revealing real patient data in public and (ii) new
instruments foreground to extensively augmented real
background.

The remaining paper is structured as follows: Section II

introduces the related work, and Section III describes our
continual learning methodology, followed by the experiment
results in Section IV. Finally, we draw the conclusion in
Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Continual learning methods

The design of most of the continual learning methods is
inspired by the biological learning manner of plasticity, where
learning new tasks and rigidity prevent catastrophic forgetting.
These methods can be categorized into two major types:
exemplar-based and exemplar-free. We discuss the works
closely related to our proposed method in this section.

1) Exemplar-based methods: Exemplar-based or rehearsal
methods rely on some exemplar samples from old tasks while
learning the new tasks to balance learning in both old and
new tasks. The main focus is to avoid catastrophic forgetting
and task-recency bias [15]. These methods include exemplar
rehearsal, which keeps a limited number of exemplars [3], [4]
and pseudo-rehearsal, which generates synthetic images [16]
or features [17] as pseudo exemplars. For some applications
with privacy concerns, some modern techniques [16], [18]
do not keep old data but make up for it by building gen-
erative adversarial networks (GANs) to create images using
old classes while new classes are being learned. However,
most of these methods are designed to focus on classifica-
tion tasks where segmentation tasks may not be compatible
due to (i) the co-occurrence of pixels from multiple classes
in the same image; and (ii) GANs are unable to generate
corresponding segmentation masks for the exemplar classes.
Replay in continual learning (RECALL) [19] attempt to design
a continual semantic segmentation method in vision tasks by
using a conditional GAN to generate the exemplar samples
from the class space of past learning dataset and blend with
object segmentation labels.

2) Exemplar-free methods: Exemplar-free methods do not
require old exemplar samples and can prevent catastrophic
forgetting. Some techniques constrain the training of particular
network modules to preserve old knowledge [20], while others
expand or modify the network architecture when adding new
classes [21], [22]. Another effective strategy to retain old
knowledge is Knowledge Distillation (KD) [23], [24]. KD
can maintain network stability as the network continuously
learns new knowledge [3], [5], [6], [7]. Learning without
forgetting (LWF) [5] extracts old knowledge from previous
models by distilling the output layer. Consecutively, LWF is
extended to incremental learning techniques (ILT) [25] where
KD is applied on both the output layer and the interme-
diate feature space. Furthermore, pooled outputs distillation
(POD) [6] introduces pooling into distillation to improve the
learning of both old and new classes. Although these methods
demonstrate promising performance in continual learning,
they are developed by focusing only on classification tasks
that may not be compatible with semantic segmentation. In
continual semantic segmentation with incremental classes, a
unique issue is background shift, where pixels associated
with the background may include previous classes the model
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has already seen and future classes that the model has not
yet seen. Pseudo-label and local POD (PLOP) [7] adjusted
the distillation loss of POD to be multi-scale and adopted
pseudo-labels to deal with background shift. Most recently,
generalized class incremental learning (GCIL) [26] allows
each task to have a different number of classes, and classes that
appear in different tasks can overlap. Meanwhile, the sample
sizes of different classes may vary in one task. This setting
is more realistic for continual learning scenarios and fits our
surgical instrument semantic segmentation task.

B. Image synthesis

Several studies [27], [28] have concentrated on GAN-
based data synthesis, while some works [14], [13] utilize
image blending or image compositing to generate the syn-
thetic images. [14] manually gather thousands of foreground
instrument images and background tissue images and use mix-
blend, which refers to mixing synthetic images produced with
multiple blending strategies, for example, Gaussian blending
and Laplace blending, to generate the new images. Although
the effort of labeling is omitted, the manual collection process
of thousands of foreground/background images still makes
the data generation procedure tedious and time-consuming.
Compared with [14], [13] only uses one background tissue
image and 2 foreground images for each instrument, including
the 2 states of instrument clasper opening and closing respec-
tively as data sources to eliminate the need for massive data
collection. Based on these very few data sources, augmentation
and blending techniques are utilized to generate composite
images. DavinciGAN [29] utilizes a generative adversarial
network (GAN)-based approach to solving the problem of
insufficient training data. Unpaired image-to-image translation
technique [30] is utilized to generate a wide range of realistic-
looking synthetic images based on images from a simple la-
paroscopy simulation. The approach, which combines unpaired
image translation with neural rendering [31], is designed to
transfer simulated to photorealistic surgical abdominal scenes.
There are also some works using simulators to create datasets,
such as a virtual surgery environment in the Unity engine, and
this environment is converted photo-realistically with semantic
image synthesis models [32]. The kinematic data of a move-
ment is first replicated over an animal tissue background using
the dVRK, and the same kinematic data is then performed
on an OLED green screen. The ground truth is produced
utilizing the background subtraction approach. The collected
kinematic data are then fed into a dVRK simulator to generate
tool simulation images [33]. CaRTS [34] performs robot tool
segmentation experiments on synthetic data generated using
Asynchronous Multi-Body Framework (AMBF), which has
been developed to facilitate fluid and seamless interaction with
virtual surgical phantoms. The main distinction lies in our ap-
proach to utilizing synthetic data without relying on expensive
virtual simulators, unlike the methods employed by these other
works that require such assistance. Instead, we employ a cost-
effective and affordable blending and harmonization technique.
Compared to earlier works [14], [13] focus on the simple task
of binary segmentation. We use an image blending technique

to synthesize images for the multiple instruments segmentation
task without exorbitant data gathering and annotation costs.

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed method in this work is designed by focus-
ing on the continual learning scenario in real-world clinical
practice that requires learning incremental classes after the
deployment. More specifically, training novel class categories
on top of an old model or trained weights without accessing
original training data. However, the novel classes are always
associated with the old ones in surgical scenarios. For example,
in Fig. 1 with the instrument segmentation dataset, overall
instrument classes can be divided into three groups of (i)
Regular classes: common or overlapping classes in both old
and new datasets; (ii) Old classes: non-overlapping classes in
the old dataset; and (iii) New classes: non-overlapping classes
in the new dataset. We can also denote the model with old
weights trained on the old dataset as old model, and the model
to train novel classes is continual learning model as in Fig. 2.
In our case of continual learning with multiclass semantic
segmentation, Old non-overlapping classes particularly suffer
from catastrophic forgetting.

The problem we address in this work is supervised multi-
class continual semantic segmentation with DNNs. The goal
is to train a continual learning model at the time point t = 1
where only the old model or other models are accessible of
trained weights without the training dataset from time point
t = 0. The model can be further developed if needed for future
time points t = 2, 3, 4, .... In each subsequent time point, we
provide a dataset Dt which consists of a set of pairs (It, Y t),
where It ∈ Rh×w and Y t ∈ Rh×w denote an input image and
corresponding ground-truth (GT) segmentation mask of size
(h,w). As shown in Fig. 2, a set of Y t only contains the labels
of the classes c ∈ (1, ..., r, k+1, ..., k+n) of the current time
point, where (1, ..., r) indicate the regular classes and (k+1,...,
k+n) indicate the new classes . The network at time point t
should be able to predict all classes seen so far c ∈ (1, ..., n).
Mt refers to the model at time point t. A deep neural network
at time point t can be expressed as the combination of a feature
extractor f t(.) and a classifier rt(.). Features can be extracted
at any layer l of the feature extractor fl

t, l ∈ {1, ..., L}. We
refer to the output predicted segmentation mask at time point
t as Ŷ t = rt ◦ f t(I).

Bipolar Forceps Prograsp Forceps Large Needle Driver

Vessel Sealer Grasping Retractor

Monopolar Curved Scissors Ultrasound Probe

Suction Clip Applier

EndoVis 2017 (old dataset) EndoVis 2018 (new dataset)

Regular classes (Overlapping) 

Old classes (non-overlapping) New classes (non-overlapping)

Fig. 1. Instruments classes in our continual learning settings. The
old non-overlapping instruments in EndoVis 2017 are Vessel Sealer
and Grasping Retractor, and the new non-overlapping instruments in
EndoVis 2018 are Suction and Clip Applier. Other regular overlapping
instruments appear in both EndoVis 2017 and EndoVis 2018.
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Regular 
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z/𝑇𝑟

Logits
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normalization based 

Logits Distillation 

where Tr > To

z/𝑇o

(𝑛 +𝑚 classes) 

(i) Blending and Harmonization
(ii) Multi-scale Shifted-feature 

Distillation (SD) (iii) Class-Aware Temperature-normalization (CAT)

Fig. 2. Overview of our proposed privacy-preserving CAT-SD continual learning approach. The old model is the model weights from a hospital
without sharing the training data (in our case, EndoVis 2017 dataset [35]), and it can recognize the n classes. Our pseudo-rehearsal-based CAT-
SD approach aims to learn a continual learning model which can deal with the m new classes from EndoVis 2018 dataset [36] and catastrophic
forgetting. CAT-SD forms of modules of (i) Blending and Harmonization: to synthesize the surgical background images to blend with old non-
overlapping instruments and publicly available real surgical background to blend with overlapping and new non-overlapping instruments to ensure
privacy-preserving continual learning; (ii) Multi-scale Shifted-feature Distillation (SD): to enhance the feature distillation and maintain long and
short-range spatial relationships among the semantic objects; (iii) Class-Aware Temperature-normalization (CAT): to tackle the imbalance learning
between old and new classes based on logits distillation.

A. Preliminary

1) Continual learning with logit distillation: A distillation loss
has been applied between the old model and the continual
learning model to prevent catastrophic forgetting in LWF
for classfication [5] and semantic segmentation in [25]. This
distillation loss should represent a reasonable compromise
between excessive rigidity (i.e., imposing too severe limits,
which prevents learning new classes) and excessive flexibility
(i.e., enforcing loose constraints, which leads to catastrophic
forgetting of the old classes). These techniques optimize on
two losses: a cross-entropy loss (LCE), which is used for
standard semantic segmentation, and a knowledge distillation
(KD) loss (Llogits

KD ) applied on logits, which is used to retain
the old knowledge in previous tasks. The LWF loss function,
LLWF = LCE + αLlogits

KD .
At time point t, the loss of KD on logits is set as the

masked cross-entropy loss between the output logits zt−1

of the previous old model Mt−1 and the output logits zt
of the current continual learning model Mt. The number of
Old classes is indicated by k. The logits distillation loss is
presented below:

Llogits
KD = − 1

|Dt|

Dt∑
i

k∑
c

zict−1 · log
(
zict

)
(1)

2) Continual learning with feature distillation: In addition to
distilling the logits of the old and current continual learning

models, the distillation schemes can also be built on intermedi-
ate features [6], [37], [38]. KD loss in ILT [25] is designed as
the weighted addition of KD on logits and KD on intermediate
features, LILT = LCE + α(Llogits

KD + βLfeature
KD ). β is a

parameter used to balance the effects of KD on logits Llogits
KD

and KD on intermediate features Lfeature
KD . Lfeature

KD affects
the intermediate features space before the decoder retains the
feature learned by the previous model. As the distillation term
is feature space rather than a softmax layer, the loss function
is set as L2-norm, i.e.,

Lfeature
KD =

∥Ft−1 − Ft∥2
|Dt|

(2)

where Ft represents the intermediate feature space at task
t. ILT [25] explores different loss functions, and L2-norm
achieves the best performance. We follow this approach and
adopt L2-norm for intermediate feature distillation in our
methodology.

3) Multi-scale pooling: In another line of research, the
feature distillation approach computes the width and height-
pooled slices on features output from different layers of the
old and new models at multiple scales s = 0...S. In PLOP [7],
the embedding tensor x ∈ Rc×h×w is equally divided into 2s

sub-region feature embeddings at scale s. The POD embedding
Θs(x) at scale s is calculated as the concatenation of 2s feature
embeddings:

Θs(x) =
[
µ
(
xs
0,0

)
. . . ∥µ

(
xs
0,s−1

)
. . . ∥µ

(
xs
s−1,s−1

)]
(3)
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where xs
i,j is a sub-region of the embedding tensor at scale

s, [·∥·] denotes the concatenation operation. Each feature
embedding µ

(
xs
i,j

)
is the concatenation of 2 tensors named

width and height-pooled slices obtained by taking the mean
of the sub-region tensor xs

i,j along the width axis and height
axis respectively and then flattening.

When multiple scales s = 0...S are applied, the final embed-
ding ΘMs(x) is formed by concatenating the POD embeddings
Θs(x) of each scale s:

ΘMs(x) =
[
Θ0(x)∥...∥Θs(x)

]
, s = 0...S (4)

Finally, the difference of feature space at L several layers
from the old model and the current model is minimized by
the L2-norm:

LLocalPOD =
1

L

L∑
l=1

∥∥ΘMs
(
f t
l (I)

)
−ΘMs

(
f t−1
l (I)

)∥∥
2

(5)

where the feature embedding of the input image I at the lth
layer of the old model f t−1

l (I) and new model f t
l (I).

4) Temperature normalization: Temperature-normalization
is commonly applied in knowledge distillation [23], statistical
mechanics [39] and calibrating probabilistic models [40].
Temperature normalization employs a single scalar parameter
T > 0 for all classes. Given the logits zt, the softmax function
σsm, then distillation loss from Equation 1 can be written as:

Llogits
KD = − 1

|Dt|

Dt∑
i

k∑
c

(zict−1/T ) · log
(
zict /T

)
(6)

The value of the T is determined by tuning and is always
greater than 1. A higher value of T yields heavily smoothed
logits.

B. Privacy-preserving Synthetic Continual Semantic
Segmentation

We develop a privacy-preserving synthetic continual seman-
tic segmentation method in robotic surgery by designing class-
aware temperature-based shifted distillation (CAT-SD) and a
pseudo-rehearsal method using synthetic images to rehearse
the old knowledge, namely Synthetic CAT-SD. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, we have (i) synthesized surgical background im-
ages to blend with old non-overlapping instruments (Synthetic
pseudo-exemplars) and open-source real surgical background
images to blend with overlapping and new non-overlapping
instruments (Synthetic EndoVis 2018 train dataset) to en-
sure privacy-preserving continual learning; (ii) built multi-
scale shifted-feature distillation (SD) to enhance the feature
distillation maintain long and short-range spatial relationships
among the semantic objects; (iii) tackled with imbalance
learning between old and new classes, we design class-aware
temperature-normalization (CAT) based logits distillation.

1) Class-Aware Temperature-normalization (CAT): The key
idea of our class-aware temperature-normalization (CAT)
based logit distillation is to control the learning ability of
the model for different classes, as shown in Fig. 2. Previous
works consider more straightforward scenarios that deviate
from real scenarios, i.e., no overlap between incremental

classes. However, in robotic surgery, there may be dupli-
cation of instruments used for different surgical tasks. We
define these overlapping classes in old and new datasets as
Overlapping or regular classes. Instead of treating these
different class groups equally, we propose overlapping class-
aware temperature-normalization (CAT) by controlling model
learning utility for different class groups. This design allows
the model to devote more learning utility to the Old classes.
Since samples of Regular classes will also appear in the
new dataset, the model can devote less learning utility to
avoid the recency bias. To our knowledge, existing works
never employ class-wise temperature normalization to control
the learning utility for the Old classes to solve the problem
of catastrophic forgetting. The temperature value, T = 1,
has no effect on the learning, and T > 1 smoothes the
logits and reduces the information learning. In the continual
learning process, the learning for regular classes dominates
and causes catastrophic forgetting for old classes. To tackle
this, we reduce the learning capacity for regular classes over
the old classes by controlling temperature normalization. The
regular classes are common classes for both old and new
datasets and yield higher predictions by dominating model
learning. In CAT, we replace the scaler temperature value with
the class-aware vector of temperatures and assign a bigger
temperature value for the regular classes than the old classes.
If the temperature for regular and old classes are Tr and To,
then our class-aware vector of temperature is:

TCAT = {T 1
o , .., T r

o , T r+1
r , ..., T k

r } (7)

where, we set Tr > To and distillation loss in Equation 6 can
be formulated as below.

Llogits
KD = − 1

|Dt|

Dt∑
i

k∑
c

(zict−1/TCAT ) · log
(
zict /TCAT

)
(8)

In our implementation of CAT, the temperature value for
the logits of old non-overlapping classes To = 3. For the rest
of the classes, Tr = 4. When temperature T is set to 1, the
CAT-based method works as the standard logit distillation. Our
CAT-SD improves the model’s ability to learn robust features
that are less vulnerable to interference.

2) Multi-scale Shifted-feature Distillation (SD): Motivated by
the shifted window [41], we design the Multi-Scale Shifted
Feature Distillations (SD) approach to retain long and short-
range spatial linkages among semantic objects. This design
overcomes the limitations of conventional short-range spatial
features with a limited quantity of information restricting
feature distillation’s power. Firstly, as in Local POD [7],
we divide the spatial feature into many equal spatial feature
patches based on multiple scales s = 0...S, such as s = 2
and s = 4, represented by the first two boxes in Fig. 3. The
same spatial feature will be equally divided into 22 feature
patches and 24 feature patches. Then we get the regular feature
tensor. Instead of combining the output feature of each layer
like Local POD [7], we only extract the intermediate feature
space after the encoder. Because if the distillation points are
set too densely, for example, every layer or neuron is used,
the learning of the continual learning model may be over-
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Fig. 3. Multi-scale Shifted-feature Distillation (SD). Two intermediate
feature embeddings are obtained from the old model at task t − 1 and
the continual learning model at task t. The first two regular scales, s =
2 and s = 4 are equivalent to Local POD [7]. We first divide the feature
embedding into 2s sub-region feature embeddings equally at scale s.
Thus 22 and 24 sub-regions are created separately when scales s =
2 and s = 4. On the basis that scales s = 4, we group adjacent
sub-regions in the interior to form irregular and unequal sub-regions,
which are named the shifted embedding tensor. We then compute the
width and height pooling slices for each sub-region. Eventually, all these
width and height pooling slices are concatenated together. The feature
distillation between the old and continual learning models is performed
based on concatenated features.

regularized, which will also lead to poor distillation perfor-
mance [42]. We name the regular tensor as ΘMs(x). These
feature patches are called short-range spatial patches. Next,
we shift the patch composition by grouping the neighbored
patches to form the long-range and short-range spatial patches
simultaneously, represented by the last box in Fig. 3.

In our work, we use scale s = [2, 4] and form the
shifted embedding tensor based on a scale s of 4 in our
experiments. Given the embedding tensor x ∈ Rc×h×w and
shifted scale shifted s = 4, we introduce the shift parameter
ϵ = [0, 1

4 ,
3
4 , 1] to help form the shifted embedding tensor

ΘShift
ϵ , which is described as:

ΘShift
ϵ (x) = [µ (x0,0) ∥ . . . ∥µ (xnϵ−1,nϵ−1)] (9)

where nϵ is the length of the shift parameter ϵ, the irregular and
unequal sub-region xi,j has 3 channels and the first channel
c keep unchanged. xi,j = x[ : , (ϵih : ϵi+1h), (ϵjw : ϵj+1w)],
i ∈ [0, nϵ − 1], j ∈ [nϵ − 1].

The shifted embedding tensor we designed breaks the fixed
boundaries of these sub-regions, allowing the model to learn
longer-range dependencies across the borders and short-range
dependencies simultaneously. Regardless of whether the sub-
region is equally or unequally divided, we compute the width
and height pooling slices for each sub-region. Eventually,
as shown in Figure 3, all these width and height pooled
slices from the shifted embedding tensor Θshift

ϵ and regular
embedding tensors ΘMs(x) (Equation 4) are concatenated
together:

ΘMsShift(Υ) =
[
ΘMs(x)∥ΘShift

ϵ (x)
]

(10)

Finally, L2-norm is still used to minimize the difference
of the feature space ΘMsShift from the old model and the
continual learning model, which significantly enhances the
modeling and distillation power:

Blended imageBackground tissue

Foreground instrument

Augmented background images

Augmented foreground images
Multiclass mask

Source images Augmented images Harmonized

Blended

BlendingAugmentation

H
arm
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izatio
n

Large Needle Driver Prograsp Forceps Ultrasound Probe

Fig. 4. Multi-class image synthesis process in our work consists of 4
tasks: 1) selecting source images; 2) generating the augmented back-
ground and foreground images; 3) blending background and foreground
images randomly and 4) harmonizing the blended images. One back-
ground tissue image and 2 foreground instrument images are stored as
source images for each instrument. After augmentation, the background
image has 50 variations, and the foreground image has 100 variations.
Background and foreground variations are blended randomly by limiting
up to 3 tools to appear simultaneously. Eventually, the blended images
are harmonized to obtain more realistic images.

Lfeature
SD =

∥∥ΘMsShift (f t
l (I))−ΘMsShift

(
f t−1
l (I)

)∥∥
2

(11)

From Equations 8 and 11, the final loss function in our
CAT-SD approach is:

L = LCE + (Llogits
CAT + Lfeature

SD ) (12)

3) Blending and harmonization: We pioneered integrating
blending and harmonization techniques into the continual
learning setting. Specifically, we blend and harmonize open-
source old instruments foreground to the synthesized back-
ground without revealing real patient data publicly. We also
blend and harmonize new foreground instrument images to
extensively augment real background images to solve the
problem of data scarcity and expensive and time-consuming
labeling.

During the deployment phase, environmental disturbances
may cause deviations in input and training data [43]. Such
disturbances can include variations in brightness, contrast, and
other factors. Inadequate model robustness in the presence
of these environmental disturbances can result in prediction
errors, which can threaten the safety of surgical procedures.
To address this, we adopt a data-centric approach and expose
the model to a more diverse dataset to enhance its robustness.
Inspired by [14], [13], to eliminate the need for dataset
collection and annotation, we introduce various augmentations
to the publicly available foreground and background source
images to increase dataset diversity, achieve dataset balance
and enhance model robustness. For example, brightness, con-
trast, horizontal flip, vertical flip, rotate by −45 to 45 degrees,
shear by −16 to 16 degrees, scale, blur, and contrast. In the
blending procedure, we allow up to 3 surgical instruments to
appear in one background image simultaneously and apply to
blend to the augmented foreground and background images to
generate blended images and the multi-class masks, as shown
in Figure 4.
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The foreground and background appearances of images
can vary considerably based on differences in image acqui-
sition devices, brightness, and contrast, resulting in spurious
features such as prominent borders of instruments. These
misleading characteristics can serve as a potential source
of error by providing a shortcut for the learning process,
thereby confusing deep learning models during segmentation.
Consequently, models trained on such data lack robustness
and encounter challenges when adapting to clinical videos
captured in real-life conditions. To address this problem and
enhance the model’s robustness, image harmonization can be
used to modify the appearance of the foreground to make it
consistent with the background. A combination of encoder-
decoder architectures and a pre-trained foreground-aware deep
high-resolution network [44] is utilized to implement the
image harmonization to make the blended image look realistic.

4) Synthetic CAT-SD: To avoid keeping exemplars and the
privacy problems associated with pseudo-exemplar rehearsal,
some techniques aim to generate synthetic examples for pre-
vious time points to achieve pseudo-rehearsal, which can
further boost performance. However, current image generation
approaches have difficulty generating complex image data
realistically. Therefore, this strategy has been applied to simple
datasets and is known to produce unsatisfying results on
complex datasets [45]. Each instrument consists of 3 parts:
shaft, clasper, and wrist [46]. The wrist and the claspers are
collectively referred to as the head. However, the shafts of
many robotic surgical instruments are very similar. Only the
heads of these instruments are distinct. Due to the limited
surgical field of view and the manipulation of instruments
on organs/tissues, the head of instruments retains a tilted
posture, making it challenging to capture the head features.
Additionally, the head part utilized to distinguish different
surgical tools are frequently occluded by organs/tissues due to
their surgical duties. For the above reasons, generating various
and realistic surgical instruments is a very challenging task.

Synthetic imageOld non-

overlapping fg

Synthetic bg

Random noise

Generator

Train set: cropped bg

Discriminator

Real

Synthetic

Synthetic bg

+

Fig. 5. Privacy-preserving pseudo-exemplar. When presented with the
cropped background instances from the real dataset, the discriminator
should recognize genuine ones. Meanwhile, the generator generates
synthetic background images that it sends to the discriminator. In
pseudo rehearsal, the foreground instruments are blended with the
background tissue generated by the GAN model.

Moreover, the tissue, as the background in the robotic
surgery, is considered the patient’s private data. To address the
privacy restrictions imposed, we utilize StyleGAN-XL [47],
consisting of the generator and the discriminator neural net-
works, to generate the tissue image as background. The
generator neural network generates the synthetic background

images, while the discriminator neural network evaluates them
for authenticity. The objective of the generator is to create
lifelike background tissue images without getting caught by
the discriminator. For privacy preservation, we only need to
obtain the generator neural network weights of the StyleGAN-
XL for the subsequent time points. Inspired by [14], [13],
we utilize the cropped instruments as foreground, which does
not contain any privacy of the patient. Then we blend these
instruments with the synthetic tissue background output from
the generator of the StyleGAN-XL [47] to create the images
without revealing the patient privacy (see Figure 5).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset
The EndoVis 2017 Dataset is from the Robotic Instru-

ment Segmentation Sub-Challenge1 of the Endoscopic Vision
Challenge 2017 [35]. The official train set includes 8 × 225-
frame robotic surgical videos, and the official test set contains
the 8 × 75-frame videos and 2 × 300-frame videos. We split
the entire dataset based on the inter-video setting, e.g., video
sequence number) to ensure the model has no prior informa-
tion regarding the instrument in the test set. Specifically, the
surgical sequence [2, 5, 9, 10] is chosen as the test set, and the
rest of the sequences are used as the training set. Because the
surgical sequences [1, 2] in the official test set do not provide
the segmentation label for “Ultrasound Probe”, we ignore such
2× 75 frame videos.

The EndoVis 2018 Dataset is from the Robotic Scene Seg-
mentation Sub-Challenge2 of the Endoscopic Vision Challenge
2018 [36]. The released dataset includes 15 robotic surgical
videos. The surgical sequence [2, 5, 9, 15] is used as a test
set, and the rest of the sequences are selected as the training
set by following [1]. Figure 6 demonstrates the statistics of
our training and validation set of EndoVis 2017 and EndoVis
2018 and our synthetic EndoVis 2018 training set. The flat line
(Blended 18 train) in Figure 6 indicates that all classes in the
dataset are balanced. On the contrary, if the polyline fluctuates
significantly, the dataset classes are seriously unbalanced. The
medical field suffers from a severe shortage of data. The
four polylines representing the training and validation set of
EndiVis 2017 and 2018 are very choppy. The scarcity of data
motivates us to design the synthetic CAT-SD for the continual
learning problem under the unbalanced data.

As shown in Figure 1, the old non-overlapping instruments
or old classes that appear in EndoVis 2017 are Vessel Sealer
and Grasping Retractor. The new non-overlapping instruments
or new classes that appear in EndoVis 2018 are Suction and
Clip Applier. Other overlapping instruments appear in both
EndoVis 2017 and EndoVis 2018. In the continual learning
perspective, Overlapping or regular classes are bipolar for-
ceps, prograsp forceps, large needle driver, monopolar curved
scissors, and ultrasound probe. Old classes are vessel sealer
and grasping retractor. New classes are suction and clip
applier.

1https://endovissub2017-roboticinstrumentsegmentation.
grand-challenge.org/

2https://endovissub2018-roboticscenesegmentation.
grand-challenge.org/home/
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Fig. 6. Instruments class distribution of real and our blended En-
doVis2018 train dataset.

B. Experiments setting
In our continual learning setting, we assume that we can

only have access to the old model weights (the time point t =
0) trained on EndoVis 2017 dataset, and we cannot access the
EndoVis 2017 train set due to privacy. The continual learning
model (the time point t = 1) only has access to the EndoVis
2018 dataset, which includes new instruments. The test set is
the combination of the test set of the EndoVis 2017 and 2018
datasets.

C. Implementation details
We use the PyTorch framework to implement our models

and train all models with an NVIDIA RTX3090 GPU. For
efficient computing, images and corresponding masks are
resized into 224×224. The models are trained with a learning
rate of 0.01 and 0.001 for the time points t = 0 and t = 1,
respectively. The best model is selected based on the best mean
Intersection over Union (IoU) performance on the validation
set for each time point. The best model from the previous
time point is utilized as a starting point for the subsequent
time points.

The old model weights (t = 0) and the continual learning
model (t = 1) share the same architecture: DeepLabv3+ [48]
with a ResNet-101 [49] backbone. The classification layers of
the old model and the continual learning model have different
numbers of output neurons based on new classes. During
continual learning training, the old model with trained weights
works as a teacher model to produce logits for the distillation
loss. Both old and continual learning models are initialized
with the weights of the old model, and only the continual
learning model is optimized with standard cross-entropy loss
and CAT-SD distillation losses. We adopt the official imple-
mentation of reference continual learning methods such as
LwF, ILT, POD, and PLOP by the following code 3.

D. Experimental results
We conduct extensive experiments and evaluations to vali-

date our proposed approach and investigate the effectiveness
of privacy-preserving continual learning in robotic surgery.
We use mean intersection over union (mIoU) to measure
the segmentation predictions for all the experiments across

3https://github.com/arthurdouillard/CVPR2021_PLOP/

the different class groups of regular, old, new, and overall
classes. In the task of surgical background synthesis, we
adopt the commonly used Fréchet inception distance (FID),
kernel inception distance (KID), and precision-recall from [51]
to evaluate the quality of image generation. Our generated
surgical background images (see Fig. 5) achieve KID of 0.03,
FID of 91.95, precision of 0.34, and recall of 0.04, which
indicates that our generated images are very similar to real
surgical background images in color and texture.

Our experimental results and validation studies are pre-
sented in the TABLES I, II, VI and Fig. 7. The performance
of our method is compared with the current state-of-the-art
CL methods in the class categories of regular, old, and new
instrument classes (definition in the Section III and Fig. 1),
including overall performance in the test sets of EndVis
2017 and 2018 in the TABLE I. The prediction capacity on
old classes (vessel sealer and grasping retractor) carries the
evidence of catastrophic forgetting. The naive fine-tuning (FT)
without the support of any CL technique presents a clear
catastrophic forgetting compared to the old model. Here, the
split mode refers to training the model on the EndoVis 2018
data set and not loading the checkpoint pre-trained on the
EndoVis 2017 data set; that is, no fine-tuning technology
is used. Specifically, after fine-tuning (FT), i.e., without any
forgetting mitigation strategy, the model’s prediction perfor-
mance on the non-overlapping old class severely degrades,
especially for the vessel sealer, which decay almost from 17.88
to 0. This result has demonstrated that the model suffers from
catastrophic forgetting. PT, R-Walk, LWF, ILT, POD, Local
POD, and LWF-MC approaches are proposed to alleviate this
catastrophic forgetting. Compared with the results of FT, the
model’s prediction performance on these non-overlapping old
classes is improved more, which proves that the forgetting has
been alleviated more. On the other hand, most CL techniques
try to preserve the old knowledge for those classes where
our synthetic CAT-SD demonstrates significant improvement
over other techniques. Our method not only preserves the
knowledge of the old classes but also enhances them. For
example, the vessel sealer class obtains around 2-5% improved
prediction over the best CL reference model, LWF-MC, and
without the CL model (old model).

Image GT FT LWF ILT Ours

Bipolar 

Forceps

Vessel 

Sealer

Prograsp 

Forceps

Monopolar Curved 

Scissors
Suction Ultrasound 

Probe

Fig. 7. Visualization of predicted segmentation with our method over
different baselines. Different color areas represent different class. The
red, light green and light blue indicate the instruments of vessel sealer,
bipolar forceps and prograsp forceps.

On the other hand, the performance of the new classes
(suction and clip applier) is almost zero for the methods of
w/o CL and baselines with CL. Although the methods with CL
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF CONTINUAL SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION ON THE OVERALL AND INDIVIDUAL TEST SET OF THE ENDOVIS 2017 AND 2018. WE

REPORT THE APPROACHES WITHOUT CONTINUAL LEARNING (WO CL) AND THOSE WITH CONTINUAL LEARNING (W CL). WO CL APPROACHES

INCLUDE THE OLD MODEL ON THE TIME POINT t = 0, THE NAIVE FINE-TUNING (FT) BASELINE WITHOUT FORGETTING MITIGATION, AND OTHER

METHODS OF W CL AFTER TRAINING ON THE TIME POINT t = 1.

Approach
EndoVis 2017 + EndoVis 2018 EndoVis 2017 EndoVis 2018

Regular classes Old Classes New Classes All classes All classes All classes

mIoU Vessel
Sealer

Grasping
Retractor Suction Clip

Applier mIoU mIoU mIoU

W/O CL Old model (t = 0) 47.57 17.88 4.82 0.00 0.00 30.81 43.04 28.65
FT 51.03 0.72 2.59 5.51 0.00 31.50 36.13 34.16

Split model 47.28 0.00 0.00 3.76 0.00 28.50 29.31 30.01

W CL

PI [50] 50.92 0.73 2.54 5.07 0.00 31.38 36.11 33.98
R-Walk [4] 52.97 9.41 6.68 0.00 0.00 33.39 41.16 32.37

LWF [5] 50.03 20.46 4.55 0.00 0.00 32.52 45.04 29.88
ILT [25] 50.18 17.70 4.04 0.00 0.00 32.28 43.97 30.25
POD [6] 50.62 8.32 5.32 0.00 0.00 31.73 37.41 31.33

Local POD [6] 49.94 7.95 5.74 0.00 0.00 31.33 38.37 32.02
LWF-MC [3] 49.70 21.04 4.32 0.00 0.00 32.36 43.22 30.79

Our Synthetic CAT-SD 49.96 23.36 5.05 16.48 4.67 34.93 43.66 34.56

expect to learn new classes by preserving performance for the
old classes, the frequency of the new classes is extremely low
(as shown in Fig. 6), which is very realistic in many medical
datasets. In this scenario, our synthetic CAT-SD successfully
learns new classes by avoiding catastrophic forgetting of the
old classes. There are also exciting cases in the performance
of the overall old (EndoVis 2017) and new datasets (EndoVis
2018). Our method obtains a balance performance in both
datasets where most of the baselines perform poorly either
in the old or new dataset. We also present a qualitative
comparison in Fig. 7. Our method’s segmentation predictions
are less false positive and true negative and aligned with the
ground truth (GT).

To ensure a fair comparison, we also introduce synthetic
pseudo-exemplar for the best-performing baseline of ILT as
shown in the TABLE II. Although ILT with synthetic data
produces competitive performance in learning new classes
(specifically with the clip applier class), ours still shows 1-
2% higher prediction mIoU for the old classes to mitigate the
catastrophic forgetting better. The performance improvement
of the ILT with synthetic over vanilla ILT shows that including
synthetic data improves the model prediction without costing
additional data collection and annotation.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF CONTINUAL SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION WITH OUR

SYNTHETIC ENDOVIS2018 TRAIN DATASET.

Approach Regular Old Classes New Classes All classes

mIoU Vessel
Sealer

Grasping
Retractor Suction Clip

Applier mIoU

FT 46.6 0.00 0 20.4 7.86 30.79
PI 46.2 0.00 0.00 18.33 8.10 30.36

LWF 47.31 15.16 1.77 10.25 4.30 31.53
ILT 48.83 19.09 5.21 10.80 9.31 33.74

ILT+Synthetic 48.91 21.61 4.40 15.14 5.35 33.99
Ours 49.96 23.36 5.05 16.48 4.67 34.93

E. Ablation Study

We present the ablation study conducted to investigate
the impact of hyper-parameters of our CAT-SD approach,
specifically the temperature parameters To and Tr of CAT
(see Table III) and the scaling parameters s and shifted s

of SD (see Table V). To disable the CAT method, we set
the temperature parameters To and Tr to 1. We set the scale
parameter s to 1 to disable the SD method. In the CAT
scheme, we investigate various strategies for To and Tr (see
TABLE III). Disabling the CAT method and setting both
parameters To and Tr to 1 results in the lowest performance.
However, enabling the CAT method enhances the learning
performance of the class. Through experimentation, we find
that setting To = 3 and Tr = 4 yields the best performance
for the “Vessel Sealer” and additionally exhibits satisfactory
performance for the “Grasping Retractor”. Using a smaller
To, compared to Tr, encourages the model to distill more
information from the old classes. In the SD approach (see
Table V), when the SD method is disabled by setting the scale
parameter s set to 1, performance decreases to its minimum.
Conversely, enabling the CAT method enhances class learning
performance. The parameter set s = 2, 4 and shifted s = 4
demonstrates superior performance in both regular classes and
old classes.

We generated two sets of tissue background images using
StyleGAN-XL [47] and DDPM (Denoising diffusion prob-
abilistic model) [52]. We then blended these background
images with the foreground old instrument images, harmo-
nized the blended images, and consequently generated pseudo-
sample sets. Experimental results are presented in TABLE IV
when our Synthetic CAT-SD method is applied with pseudo-
samples obtained from StyleGAN-XL [47] and DDPM [52],
respectively. The ability to predict on old classes, such as
the ”vessel sealer” and ”grasping retractor” provides sub-
stantial evidence of catastrophic forgetting. Specifically, the
better the prediction results on the old class indicate that
this method is more effective in overcoming and mitigating
catastrophic forgetting. In Table IV, DDPM-based Synthetic
CAT-SD is 4.93% higher than StyleGAN-XL-based Synthetic
CAT-SD. However, StyleGAN-XL-based Synthetic CAT-SD
is 3% higher than DDPM-based approach. Judging from the
performance averages on the old class, the results of the two
methods are close. This shows that using different methods to
synthesize background images has little impact on the results.
This is consistent with the conclusion that the quality of the
background images does not seriously affect the segmenta-
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tion performance of the foreground surgical instruments, as
demonstrated in the work by Wang et al. [13].

TABLE III
ABLATION STUDY OF TEMPERATURE To AND Tr IN THE CAT

APPROACH.

CAT Temperature Regular classes Old classes All classes

To Tr mIoU Vessel
Sealer

Grasping
Retractor mIoU

1.0 1.0 50.10 16.54 3.64 31.26
2.0 4.0 52.83 20.49 4.65 34.21
3.0 4.0 52.16 22.40 4.67 34.19
4.0 3.0 52.78 20.55 4.13 33.95
4.0 5.0 52.70 17.14 4.96 33.83
4.0 2.0 50.90 21.08 3.45 32.99
2.0 5.0 50.18 17.72 4.02 32.28
3.0 5.0 52.73 16.97 4.99 33.83
3.5 5.0 52.74 17.00 4.97 33.84
3.0 4.5 52.84 18.92 4.82 34.08
3.5 4.5 52.84 18.84 4.86 34.07

TABLE VI presents the ablation study to investigate the
effect of each proposed module, such as SD, CAT, Synthetic
EndoVis 2018 train dataset, and Synthetic pseudo-exemplars.
Without the help of our synthetic framework, our CAT-SD
approach improves the performance in regular, VS, and GR
classes by 2.74%, 2.92%, and 0.34% when using the real
EndoVis 2018 dataset. However, due to the extreme scarcity of
new class samples, the performance of Suction and CA stuck at
0. To alleviate the scarcity issue of new classes, we synthesize
the EndoVis 2018 train dataset and find that the performance of
Suction and CA is improved by 10.80% and 9.31%. Therefore,
based on the Synthetic EndoVis 2018 train dataset, we further
explore the effect of SD and CAT modules. The results reveal
the significant impact of SD followed by CAT. Eventually, our
Synthetic CAT-SD strikes a balance between allowing for the
learning of new classes (plasticity) and preventing forgetting
of old classes (rigidity).

Fig. 8 shows the baseline CL methods (FT, LWF, and
ILT) still present catastrophic forgetting for the old class
(vessel sealer). These baseline CL methods have made error
predictions on vessel sealer, predicting the vessel sealer (rep-
resented by the red color) as the prograsp forceps (represented
by the light blue). However, our approach can preserve the
performance on the vessel sealer.
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Forceps

Vessel 

Sealer

Prograsp 

Forceps

Monopolar Curved 

Scissors
Suction Ultrasound 

Probe

Fig. 8. Visualization of predicted segmentation on old class (Vessel
Sealer) with our method over different baselines.

F. Robustness

The main objective of robustness verification is to assess
the model’s capacity to withstand uncertainties that may occur
in real surgical situations. This is achieved by simulating
the uncertainties and implementing changes to the dataset,

following specific guidelines. Thus, we apply perturbations in
the images to investigate the robustness under input variations
and observe the performance discrepancy. We design 3 groups
of perturbations with 5 severity levels by following [43].
More specifically, the perturbations are (i) Blur (defocus, glass,
motion, zoom, Gaussian); (ii) Digital (contrast, elastic, pixel,
jpeg); and (iii) Noise (Gaussian, Shot, Impulse, Speckle); (iv)
Weather (snow, frost, fog, brightness); (v) Others (spatter,
saturate, gamma), respectively. The severity levels are con-
trolled by increasing the perturbation scale for each technique.
For example, to add Gaussian noise with severity levels 1 to
5, the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise increase as
[0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10], respectively. A model with better
robustness will show higher IoU performance or preserve
the performance of the clean data as the corruption severity
level increases. The robustness performance in terms of fixing
catastrophic forgetting of our approach is compared with
methods of FT (without CL) and the closest baseline ILT [25]
and presented in the TABLE VII. Our method constantly
preserves the higher performance across all the severity levels
of the perturbations. Our method incorporates diverse data
augmentation techniques during the image synthesis process
and leverages the robust feature learning of the CAT-SD
approach to enhance its robustness and overall performance.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a privacy-preserving synthetic con-
tinual semantic segmentation approach to enable contin-
ual learning in robotic instrument segmentation. We devel-
oped a class-aware temperature-normalization-based multi-
scale shifted distillation scheme (CAT-SD) that allows the
model to preserve the learned information from the old non-
overlapping classes and distill the knowledge from both short
and long-range spatial relationships. We also integrate syn-
thetic pseudo-exemplar to generate background tissue of the
datasets to ensure privacy-preserving continual learning. In
addition, we design a blending and harmonization module to
blend synthetic surgical backgrounds with old instruments and
real surgical backgrounds with new instruments with extensive
augmentation. This facilitates the control of generating enough
data to deal with expensive annotation, data scarcity, and pa-
tient privacy concerns. Our extensive experimental results re-
veal that (i) there is extreme catastrophic forgetting to fine-tune
(FT) new instrument classes without CL; (ii) some traditional
CL methods such as LWF-MC [3], ILT [25] demonstrate the
capacity to avoid the catastrophic forgetting but poorly learn
for the regular and new instruments; (iii) our synthetic CAT-SD
successfully learn to segment new instruments by preserving
knowledge for the old instruments. To our knowledge, this is
the first work in resolving continual learning issues of (i) catas-
trophic forgetting, (ii) learning dominance from overlapping
classes, and (iii) privacy concerns in robotic surgery. Hence,
to highlight the effectiveness of our method, we compare the
performance with other SOTA continual learning techniques
instead of other works with naive instrument segmentation
tasks. Overall, the Synthetic CAT-SD approach results in a
proper trade-off between rigidity and plasticity for continual
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TABLE IV
THE RESULTS OBTAINED WHEN EMPLOYING DIFFERENT METHODS STYLEGAN-XL [47] AND DDPM [52] FOR SYNTHESIZING TISSUE

BACKGROUND IMAGES

Background source

EndoVis 2017 + EndoVis 2018 EndoVis 2017 EndoVis 2018

Regular classes Old classes New classes All classes All classes All classes

Mean IoU Vessel
Sealer

Grasping
Retractor

Suction Clip
Applier

Mean IoU Mean IoU Mean IoU

StyleGAN-XL [47] 49.96 23.36 5.05 16.48 4.67 34.93 43.66 34.56
DDOM [52] 45.65 18.43 8.08 20.82 8.08 32.93 40.06 31.55

TABLE V
ABLATION STUDY OF SCALE s AND SHIFTED SCALE shifted s IN THE

SD APPROACH.

SD Scale Regular classes Old classes All classes

s shifted s mIoU Vessel
Sealer

Grasping
Retractor mIoU

1 % 48.51 17.45 2.26 31.03
1, 2 4 49.64 18.81 3.76 32.04
1, 2 2, 4 49.60 18.83 3.77 32.02

1, 2, 4 4 49.80 19.12 3.35 32.13
1, 2, 4 2, 4 49.77 19.10 3.45 32.12
2, 4, 8 4 49.80 19.14 2.74 32.07
2, 4, 8 2, 4 49.90 19.25 3.05 32.17

1, 2, 4, 8 4 49.82 19.13 2.89 32.09
1, 2, 4, 8 2, 4 49.91 19.29 3.11 32.19

2, 4 4 50.18 20.94 2.58 32.46

TABLE VI
ABLATION STUDY OF OUR SYNTHETIC CAT-SD. EN18 AND EXE MEAN

ENDOVIS 2018 TRAIN DATASET AND PSEUDO-EXEMPLARS. VS, GR,
AND CA MEAN VESSEL SEALER, GRASPING RETRACTOR, AND CLIP

APPLIER.

SD CAT Synthetic Regular Old Classes New Classes
En18 Exe mIoU VS GR Suction CA

% % % % 50.18 17.70 4.04 0.00 0.00
! ! % % 52.92 20.62 4.38 0.00 0.00
% % ! % 48.83 19.09 5.21 10.80 9.31
! % ! % 49.36 22.13 5.48 14.46 6.78
! ! ! % 49.21 22.78 5.42 15.51 5.68
! ! ! ! 49.96 23.36 5.05 16.48 4.67

TABLE VII
ROBUSTNESS PERFORMANCE OF THE OLD INSTRUMENTS, VESSEL

SEALER (VS) AND GRASPING RETRACTOR (GR) WITH 5 SEVERITY

LEVELS.

Appraoch Severity-1 Severity-2 Severity-3 Severity-4 Severity-5
VS GR VS GR VS GR VS GR VS GR

FT 0.39 3.02 0.28 2.38 0.18 2.11 0.16 1.56 0.18 1.03
ILT 11.69 4.03 9.55 3.42 9.48 3.21 8.61 2.35 7.4 1.51
Ours 15.27 4.28 12.15 3.68 11.66 3.32 10.87 2.46 8.87 1.56

semantic segmentation, eventually alleviating catastrophic for-
getting, data shortage, data annotation, and privacy concerns.
Our robustness test under input perturbations demonstrates that
the proposed method can learn new knowledge and is robust
under input variations.

Future work: When synthesizing images, we will achieve
incremental domain adaptation by introducing (i) discrete
domain shifts: the discrete domain parameters can be designed
to generate different organs, for example, liver and kidneys
as background images; (ii) continuous domain shifts: the

domain parameters can be changed continuously to generate
the images which gradually goes from clear to blood-filled, or
smoke-filled.
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